Champion Pics Rubric
Criteria
Organization Response to
literature

Visual impact

Craftsmanship

Originality/
Creativity

4
3
Establishes a clear focus: Establishes a focus: Share
Share their feelings and
their feelings and thoughts
thoughts about the events about the events and
and characters, OR draw characters, OR draw
connections between
connections between
personal experiences and personal experiences and the
the text, OR reflect on the text, OR reflect on the
language used in the text language used in the text and
and its influence on
its influence on personal
personal response.
response.
The unique organization of The organization of art
art elements, content,
elements, content, and
and execution create a
execution create a cohesive
striking and memorable
work.
work.
It demonstrates a mastery It demonstrates skill and
of skill and a
some understanding of
clear understanding and
specific medium qualities.
application of specific
The design is pleasing
medium qualities.
and partially complete
The design is beautiful and
complete.
Artwork shows
Artwork shows some
considerable originality
originality and creativity.
and creativity. The
The content and ideas are
content and ideas are
presented in an interesting
presented in a unique and way.
interesting way.

2
The focus is less clear:
Share their feelings and
thoughts about the events
and characters, OR draw
connections between
personal experiences and
the text, OR reflect on the
language used in the text
and its influence on
personal response.
The art elements, content,
and execution create a
satisfactory work.

1
It is difficult to figure
out the purpose of the
art work.

It demonstrates some skill
and understanding of
specific medium qualities.
The design is fairly neat.

It lacks understanding of
specific medium
qualities.The design is a
bit careless in creation
of the work.

Little or no attempt to
use art elements,
content, and execution
to create an art work.

Artwork shows an attempt Artwork is a rehash of
at originality and
other people's ideas
creativity.
and/or images.

